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Considering legal science, von Savigny's work, despite its paradoxes, 
is important and fascinating. When the centralized power was forceless 
- and unable - to produce general law for the kingdom, the creation of 
law was left in the hands of the universities. The process was every
thing but democratic and a breakthrough for knowledge, but in itself, 
it also transported the ancient inheritance ot'European thought into the 
modem age. One must also remember that even in my times of study 
in the University of Helsinki, Rudolf Sohm's "Institutions" was used 
as a textbook. r have leamed as much of the basics of civillaw from 
that book as I have from other textbooks put together. Through Sohm's 
"Institutions", the young student oflaw was initiated into the tradition 
ofEuropeanjurisprudential thought, and it couldn't have had a smaller 
effect, since that tradition was weH over 2000 years in age. 

I have focused my investigation especially on the European identity, 
which can without doubt be taken as this presentation 's defect, or at least 
a limitation. Considering this, I believe that at least most of the points I 
have made can be applied to the characterization of identity, whichever . 
the cultural environment. That is what von Wright was aiming for with 
his identity-analysis as weIL To keep to my own starting point, that is, 
my own cultural circle ofEuropeanism, I consider it justified to condense 
my examinations in the following words. 

In this age, we strongly need elements that bind together the European 
thought on law, not things that separate it on a national basis. The gen
eral teachings and the European structure of legal thought are exact1y 
those elements. That is why I feel the urge to res ist the ideas ab out a 
good theoretician being a bad lawyer in practice, which, as a matter of 
fact, aren't very much supported by the history oflegal thought. From 
these explanations relating to my own profession, I find it easy to take 
part in the careful optimism that the writings of von Wright as well as 
Buruma and Margalit represent. A representative oflegal science should 
ask - unrelentingly "who are we?" The answer to tlmt question can't 
be found in the future, possibly not even in the present, which is in many 
different ways impenetrable. It plays a large part in the search for iden
tity, coloured with self-comprehension, which takes place on the solid 
building blocks ofhistory, in my case the history ofEurope. 

Fundamentalism and Epistemic Authority 

Michael Baurmann 

I will discuss three questions in my paper: 
1. What are the essential elements of fundamentalism? 
2. What is the role of authority as a source of fundamentalism? 
3. What is the role oftrust in the spreading offundamentalism? 
For each question I will outline a possible answerfrom a special 

theoretical point ofyiew. 

I. What are'the Essential Elements of Fundamentalism? 

What is "fundamentalism"? There is an ongoing discussion about this 
question and many authors ins ist that fundamentalism is a distinctly 
pr~sent-day phenomenon and thus has to be understood as areaction 
to modemity and its impositions (Almond/Appleby/Sivan 2003; Riese
brodt 2000). But the beliefs of contemporary fundamentalists reveal 
aspects which can be found throughout human history. I think that these 
general features are especially interesting and that they are connected 
with each other in a non-contingent way. Therefore I propose a wider 
characterization which not only encompasses modem phenomena but 
cap1ures numerous varieties of fundamentalism. Accordingly three at
tributes are essential: 

1. Fundamentalists propagate the supreme value ofsalvation-goods over 
worldly goods: forthe ultimate fulfilment ofhuman existence it is important 
to overcome the obsession withmundane happiness andmaterial utility and 
to strive instead for etemal redemption and ends which are more valuable 
than profane satisfaction in the life here and now. The supreme value of 
salvation-goods justifies almost a11 sacrifices which are measured only by 

, worIdly criteria (Bemholz 2006). Salvation-goods must not necessarily be 
religious: to realize the mission of world history, the welfare of l11ankind 
or cosl11ic destiny can also gain supreme value in the sense of gaining 
lexicographic superiOlity over a11 inner-worIdly aims. 

2. Fundal11entalists claim that their views are certain and that there is no 
room and necessity for doubt: an essential part of their thinking is their 
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conviction ofthe absolute truth and infallibility oftheir Weltanschauung 
and that critique or discussion of their views is superfluous and a sign 
of lacking insight or personal weakness. The truth is guaranteed by 
superior comprehension and higher f01111S of Imowledge, disclosed by 
divine revelation and holy scriptures, irrefutable theories or charismatic 
enlightenment. 

3. Fundamentalism includes Manichaeism and intolerance: the world 
is clearly divided into the good and the bad guys and there is a deep gap 
between the heroes and the villains - the good guys are much better than 
the bad guys. Consequently, there is no room for tolerance because the 
bad guys are too bad to be tolerated. That does not necessarily mean 
that they must be killed or suppressed by violent means - although there 
may be no strong reasons against such an idea. Eut it could also mean 
avoiding contact and strictly isolating the good from the bad. 

Such convictions seem to be absurd and repellent and be based on 
simplified, naive and sometimes bizarre beliefs about the -natural, social 
and super-natural- world. Nowadays they must be upheld in a world in 
which alternative views are present which are much better substantiated 
and have undergone a long process of examination, revision and refine
ment. "Passions" rather than "reason" seem to guide actors who preach 
and obey the plinciples of fundamentalism. 

However, it is both theoretically and practically wise not to abandon the 
assumption of rationality too quickly. Theoretically we may get wrang 
explanations if we attribute the belief in fundamentalist ideas psycho
logically to an obsession with frantic passions or to a fixation on absurd 
ideas - when they may in fact emerge as a result of individual rational 
adaptation to the context of special 1iving conditions. Practically we 
may choose the wrong strategies in dealing with people who believe in 
tlmdamentalist ideas when we treat them as barbarians, maniacs or help
less victims ofbrainwashing and manipulation - when in fact we could 
inftuence them by the same kind of measures and factors as people who, 
for example, believe in the tmth of Christianity or modem science. 

I, therefore, think that it is worthwhile to discuss the thesis that a belief 
in fundamentalist views must not necessarily be irrational and unreason
able, but rather that these views can be leamed and accepted in the same 
way as other convictions and beliefs are learned and accepted. 

Sodal Epistemology 

To support this thesis one can take as a starting point "social episte
mology" (Coady, C.A.J. 1992; MatilaliChakrabarti 1994; Schmitt 1994) 
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and an economic theory ofknowledge as developed by Russell Hardin 
(1997; 2009). One ofthe main theses ofthese theories states that almost 
a11 of our know1edge is acquired not by our own autonomous exploration 
according to some ideal standards but by relying on information from oth
ers. In a modern world with a high degree of division of cognitive labour 
we are especia11y dependent on the testimony of experts and specialists 
whose qualifications cannot direct1y be judged by us as laypersons. One 
can indeed ca11 it a "paradox oflmowledge" that the more we know col
lectively, the less we know as individuals (Weber 1946). 

From this it follows that the quality of our beliefs is not dependent 
on the quality of our individual insight but on the quality of co11ective 
lmowledge acquisition which the single individual infiuences only mar
gina11y. The more society i8 based on an epistemic division of labour, 
the more dependent the individuals on sources of knowledge whose 
reliability they can hardly evaluate themselves. 

It is a consequence of this fact that amismatch between individual 
and collective rationality is possible: individuals could be epistemica11y 
perfectly rational in a social system of abundant epistemic irrationality. 
The individual belief in objectively wrong assumptions can accompany 
rationality and reasonableness on the side of the individuaL To have 
wrong insights is not automatica11y the result of irrational behaviour. 
Whether individual rationality results in true beliefs is to a large extent 
dependent on extemal conditions which are beyond the control of the 
single individuaL 

To prevent misunderstandings, I want to make clear that my thesis 
that fundamental beliefs can be rationally explained does not imply a 
relativistic position or the assumption that a11 our knowledge is "sub
jective" because i.t is socially constructed. I believe instead that there 
are objectively valid standards ab out right and wrong and that modern 
sciences have developed insights which are "true" and justified accord
ing to these standards. The comparative superiority of science I take as 
granted. I also believe that nmdamentalist convictions like "creation
ism", the objective truth of scripture, the Manichaen differentiation of 
the world in good and bad are objectively wrong and indeed absurd. 
So I must not necessarily respect fundamentalism as equally valid or 
legitimate compared with other, more scientific and enlightened world 
views to acknowledge that people who believe in fundamentalism could 
do this out of rational reasons. 

If, in the case ofmodern science, subjective rationality coincides with 
objective rationality, it is because ofthe rationality ofsocial knowledge 
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production on a collective level. In an open and liberal society with a 
highly competitive system of science, "absurd" and questionable claims 
by experts and authorities are contradicted by dissenting experts and au
thorities, scientific hypotheses and theories are systematically contested 
and scrutinized, the achievements and failures ofscience and technology 
as well as the controversies between scientists are checked and reported 
by independent and professional media and also by many different kinds 
of ordinary people. All this information influences the convictions and 
opinions of individuals and prevents them from trusting charlatans and 
false prophets and believing one-sided and selective world-views. 

But the fact that individuals live in an environment which provides 
them with these kinds of institutions and information is not an outcome 
of their individually rational strategies of knowledge acquisition. The 
opposite is true: the outcome of their individually rational strategies of 
knowledge acquisition is dependent on the "epistemic environment" in 
which the individuals live and seek orientation. 

Therefore, under certain empirical conditions, people mayadopt a 
corpus ofbeliefs which may seem absurd from an extel11al point ofview 
- hut it is possible that under these conditions individuals who believe in 
"fundamentalist truths" do not behave more irrationally than individuals 
who believe in the "enlightened" world view of our society. The task 
would then be to specify the conditions under which fundamentalist 
views can be explained as a result of individually rational adaptation 
to a deficient epistemic environment. By this I do not want to claim a 
priori that, in fact, all fundamentalist convictions can in all aspects be 
rationally explained. I try to exemplify the main conditions under which 
such an explanation would be possible (Baurmann 2007a; 2008a). We 
have to look whether and to what degree these conditions are actually 
fulfilled in a concrete empirical case. By this procedure, we can measure 
in how far and in which respects real instances offundamentalism could 
be explained as outcomes ofrational belief formation and in which situ
ations do we have to consider irrational influences. 

u. What is the Role of Authority as a Soul"ce of FundamentaIism? 

If one starts from the insight that almost all of our knowledge is 
acquired by relying on information from others then one promising 
approach to explaining fundamentalist beliefs would be to explain them 
as having been adopted from certain epistemic authorities. This would 
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suggest focusing primarily on the ordinary members of a group who 
accept the views of their authorities and leaders - not on the authori
ties and leaders themselves. I do not ail11 at explaining the emergence 
of fundamentalist views as such and the motives and beliefs of the 
people who develop and pro claim these views. Such an explanation 
would, in l11y opinion, have to consider quite different objective and 
subjective factors. 

The ail11 is, therefore, to show that fundamentalist views could, under 
specified conditions, be rationally explainedas an adoption ofthe views 
of certain authorities thus following the same pattem as the adoption of 
other kinds ofviews of other authorities under different conditions. 

The fact that fundamentalist beliefs may be adopted from authority
figures, not as a result of autonomous reasoning and deliberation is 
not per se an indicator of the irrationality of the believer. To accept 
testimony of epistemic authorities believed to possess superior com
petence is nothing dubious or questionable. On the contrary, deference 
to epistemic authority is a necessary part of human living in general 
and is especially indispensable in a modern, science-based society 
with an advanced division of cognitive labour (Fricker 1998; Manor 
1995). To rely on special expertise could be rationally justified in 
theoretical as weIl as practicalmatters. Also in ideologieal, political, 
ethical or religious issues the competence and resources of individu
als to get substantiated insights are limited and it would be a hopeless 
venture to try ·and become well-informed and competent in all these 
fields. Therefore, it can be a perfectly rational decision, for example, 
for an accomplished physicist not to invest his scarce resources in 
also becoming an expert in religion but to adopt the judgement of an 
acknowledged religious authority in these matters. 

But, of course, this does not implicate that the relationship of funda
mentalist believers to their authorities and leaders will necessarily have 
a rational basis. It is useful to contrast two aItemative types of author
ity here: the paternalistic type with the expert type er owe this useful 
distinction to Edna Ul1mann-Margalit). 

Paternalistic authority is built on the model ofGod orfather. Followers 
of paternaiist authority believe that the authority knows what is best for 
them, that it wants what is best for them and that it makes decisions on 
their behalf. It is symptomatic that paternalistic authorities exploit the 
father-metaphorto transfer the naturalness and legitimacy ofthe father's 
authority to the relationship between master and subordinates. Thus a 
patel11alistic pattern of authority involves a relation of near-ownership: 
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the follower belongs to the authority in much the same way that children 
belong to their fathers. 

Iffundamentalist authorities equal paternalistic authorities, an adop
tion oftheir views by their followers cannot be explained as a rational 
process. We"may instead have to explore psychological mechanisms 
which can explain how fear 01' adespot can be transformed into trust
ful obedience and submission, or existential dependency into Ioyalty 
and devotion. 

Accepting expert authority also includes believing that the authority 
knows better, that it is benevolent and - if it is regarded as an authority 
in practical matters - makes decisions on the behalf 01' others. But unlike 
the deference to paternalistic authority, the deference to expert authority 
can be based on reason and rational insight and must not resort to the 
father-metaphor to assure Iegitimacy and obedience 

This assllmption presupposes a crucial premise: that ordinary peopie 
can rationally judge the epistemic reliability 01' expeli authorities even 
thOllgh they are not able to fully understand the special competences 
and arcane insights 01' these experts. So, how can laypersons evaluate 
the epistemic quality 01' a source of knowledge in an area in which they 
cannot judge the knowiedge itself? 

Scientific Authorities and Laypersons 

It is helpful here to llse a differentiation made by Alvin Goldman. He 
makes adistinction between esoteric and exoteric statements by experts 
(200 I: 941'0. According to this distinction esoteric statements belong to 
the sphere 01' expertise which is opaque for laypersons and which they 
therefore cannot evaluate: for example the statement that a certain blood 
examination reveals a specific illness. On the other hand, exoteric state
ments are statements which are comprehensible for laypersons and whose 
truth-value they canjudge: for example the prediction that a celiain kind 
01' therapy will cure an illness. Whereas laypersons cannot assess the 
quality 01' an expert's competence by the quality 01' his esoteric state
ments, they have evidence ofthis quality by the quality ofhis exoteric 
statements: sllccessful therapies are indicators of the competence of a 
doctor and the quality 01' medical science whereas failing therapies are 
indicators either ofthe incompetence ofthe doctor and/or the deficiencies 
01' medicine as a science. In the case of a confirmation of exoteric state
ments the layperson can infer that only people who master these esoteric 
statements are also able to produce successful exoteric statements. 
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Scientific disciplines with a direct connection to technology or other 
practical applications -like physics, chemistry or medicine - produce as 
an olltcome huge numbers of exotelic statements which can be verified 
or falsified by almost evelyone: the claim that airplanes fly, generating 
plants produce power, cars dIive, computers calcu1ate, technica1 instru
ments repair malfunctions' or tablets cure are checked in the evelyday 
practice of a technology- and science-based society by the cOllntless llses 
and applications ofthe devices and too1s 01' modern society. Exoteric state
ments cannot on1y be checked by Iaypersons to establish in how far they 
correspond with reality, they can also be checked by laypersons in regard 
to their coherence with each other (Coady, D. 2006; Thagard 2005). 

So all in all , Iaypersons can and in modern societies do have relevant 
evidence to assess the quality 01' science and technology and thereby ofthe 
competence of scientific experts. Their trust in science is not pure faith. Of 
course, laypersons do not scrutinize the exoteric statements of science and 
its technological perfonnance themselves by means of scientific methods. 
When they check whether exotelic statements of science correspond to 
reality, then it is with the yardstick 01' cornmon sense (Hardin 1992; Lipton 
1998). But to base decisions and convictions on commonsense is notwrong 
or unreasonable if that is all we can have at reasonab1e costs. That does 
not mean at all that evidence which underlies common sense plausibility 
must be weak - in fact, it can be very strong and even overwheiming, as 
in the case of modern science and techno10gy. 

However, it seems to be not velY surprising that laypersons have good 
reasons to be convinced 01' the superior competence and knowledge of 
scientists. But how can it be the case that people can equally be rationally 
justified to rely on authorities who present themselves as "preachers of 
fundamentalism"? How could it ever be rationally justified from a subjec
tive point 01' view to believe in the truth of an ideology which demands the 
sacrifice ofworldly interests, the exclusive devotion to airy, transcendental 
goods and the firm hope for etemal salvation - or, to put it in the context 
of our considerations: how could it ever be rationally justified for asound 
individual to believe in the epistemic competence and the superior knowl
edge of an authority who proclaims such ludicrous ideas? 

Ideological Authorities and Laypersons 

The crucial point here is as in the case of scientific expelis the qlles
tion ofhow ordinary people and laypersons can assess the reliability 01' 
epistemic authorities if they lack the special competence which these 
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authorities claim to have. In regard to the assessment of competence in 
ideological matters, an additional restriction applies: although expelis 
in religious matters, for example, do produce exoteric statements which 
can be understood by laypersons - there is an afterlife, the kingdom of 
Christ will come, God is almighty -, there is no reliable and unambigu
ous method to test statements ofthis kind and, especially for laypersons, 
there is no easy way to judge the rightness or wrongness of such claims 
on the basis of everyday experiences and COlnmon sense. They are not 
exoteric statements that can be easily refuted or confinned by reference 
to hard facts. This is largely different in the case of experts whose com
petence can be more or less directly inferred from the success or failure 
of technical devices or empirical prognoses. 

But although the evidence for and against the competence of experts 
in ideology and faith is considerably weaker than in the case of scien
tists and engineers, it is not negligible and can also provide a basis for a 
reasonable and pragmaticaIly sound judgement. There is a direct and an 
indirect way of assessing the competence and reliability of ideological 
authorities. The indirect way is of special importance as direct proofs of 
the quality of an ideology are oflimited significance. Tndirectly I can as
sess the abilities of ideological authorities in mainly three dimensions. 

Firstly, I can consider their position and perfonnance in society. If 
ideological authorities and expelis have a high status in the social hier
archy, ifthey are successful economically and politically, ifthey are able 
military strategists or reveal "charisma" as opinion leaders, then these 
facts are indirect indicators that their ideology, their ideas and world 
views mayaiso have substance and validity as they seemingly provide 
useful and effective guidance in life. 

Secondly, experts in ideology can be educated in the same kind ofinstitu
tions as authorities whose epistemic competence and reliability are proved 
and undoubted. Experts in ethics, for example, in our societies nonnally 
have studied philosophy, law 01" theology at universities which entai1ed 
an intensive acquisition ofknowledge and a systematic education oftheir 
cognitive abilities comparable to the study of physics or chemistry. The 
conclusion, therefore, seems to be plausible that, ifthe superiorcompetence 
of scientific authorities who I am justified to trust can be traced back to 
their education at universities, I have good reasons to believe that also 
philosophers, jurists or theologians have acquired superior competence 
and are reliable as epistemic authorities in their patiicular fields. 

Thirdly, persons who claim a special authority in ideological matters 
could display exceptional competences and personal characteristics in 
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other areas which are verifiable and in some way linked to their ideo
logical views. and convictions. They may have an extraordinary ability 
to solve co~flIcts and quarreis, to muster social support for the poor and 
needy, to gIVe good advice in difficult situations or to find the appropriate 
words to cOlnfort and reconcile. Additionally they may demonstrate a 
special degree of personal courage, honesty, integrity and steadfastness. 
The assumption that personal attitudes and traits of these kinds are in 
some way infiuenced and detennined by the world views and the creed 
of an individual is not unfounded. 

Proponents of fundamentalist views can and sometimes do in fact n:lfil all of the~e conditions. They can be charismatic figures being so
clally, ec~nolm~ally and politically successful and may rise to the top 
ofthe socletal hlerarchy, they can have a high standard of education and 
p~ofessionalism - there are theologians, engineers, doctors and physi
clStS among them - and they can reveal exceptional abilities as social 
leaders and mediators as weIl as extraordinary qualities of character. 
The more and the better persons with fundamentalist views perfonn in 
these diff~rent dimensions, the more it is justified from the perspective 
of an ~rd1l1ary member of a group to attribute also superior epistemic 
authonty to them - and the more they have reason also to adopt their 
fundamentalist views. 

Common Sense Plausibility of Fundamentalism 

. There is als? a more direct assessment of fundamentalist views pos
slble. IdeologIes produce many exoteric statements which, as I said, are 
un~erstanda~le with COlnmon sense even if there is no simple way to 
venfy or fals1:fy them. That also holds tme for fundamentalist views: it 
is not hard to und erstand that you should value salvation-goods higher 
than worIdly goods, that something is claimed as irrefutable and that the 
world is divided into good and bad - but the validity of these statements 
is not a simple matter of fact and ordinary persons usually will not have 
the ability, the knowledge and the resources to ex amine their tmth and 
the frameworlc of background assumptions thoroughly. But that does 
not mean that they also have to abstain from judging the COlumon sense 
plausibility of fundamentalist views or their pragmatic usefulness and 
practical relevance. 

From this perspective the proclamation of the supreme value of sal
vation-goods over worldly goods will have a chance to impress people 
and to cOlTespond to their experience if they actually live in a "vale of 
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tears", in adesperate social, political or economic situation which offers 
no realistic hope for the future and for a better or decent life. Under such 
conditions the propagation of salvation-goods instead of unachievable 
material goods, the promise of redemption from all worldly hardship, 
the prospect of a better existence in the afterlife or the personal fulfil
ment in the service ofunchangeable laws ofhistory may be welcomed 
and appear plausible as an alternative to a miserable reality and its 
inescapability and hopelessness - at least a bet on their truth may seem 
better than a bet on an improvement ofthe actualliving conditions. But 
a high er ranking of salvation-goods in relation to worldly goods may 
not only appear plausible against a backdrop of bleak misery. lt could 
also be convincing in a situation of "relative deprivation" in which a 
group ofpeople find themselves constantly excluded from important and 
valuable goods and positions, or even in a situation in which people are 
personally disgusted by the "shallowness" and "emptiness" of a culture 
of materialism and consumerism. 

The claimed certainty and infallibility of fundamentalist views and 
principles will appear as an important and desired feature if people see 
themselves in a situation in whichaction is ofurgent necessity and crucial 
decisions have to be taken: whether to begin a war or an insurrection, 
whether to react in face of suppression or attack, whether to launch ter
rorist assaults or whether to withdraw completely from normallife. In 
situations like these the stakes are high and uncertainty and fickleness are 
hard to accept. The offer of certainty and security is an attractive option 
under such circumstances. However, also in this respect the attraction 
of fundamentalist views is not only fuelled by dramatic and extreme 
conditions. Due to personal idiosyncrasies people in a peaceful and 
well-ordered society can al ready experience everyday decision costs on 
the basis of refutable assumptions and preliminary knowledge as being 
unbearable high. They will possibly develop strong incentives to look 
for and appraise "better", less insecure and less sceptical world views. 

The Manichaeism of fundamentalist positions and the lack oftolerance 
for people who think and act differently will be the more plausible, the 
more the reality is one of conflict and war, hostility and hatred. If I am 
entrenched in a fierce struggle with another group and the fight is a mat
ter of life and death, then there is no room for tolerance, and the view 
that either the good or the bad will prevail seems to be the only way to 
see things realistically. But, as in the other cases, here too can moderate 
versions of antagonistic relations add to the plausibility ofthe Manichaen 
classification of the world. Even without hostile acts and open aggres-
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sion can the fact of irreconcilable life-styles, emotional aversion and 
deep gaps between the values and nonns of groups feed the conviction 
that there must be an essential difference between people with the right 
attitude and people with the wrong attitude towards the world. 

Last but not least "monks and mmiyrs" among the fundamentalist 
believers can produce additional evidence. Fundamentalist views are 
extreme views and are seen by outsiders as absurd and bizarre - a fact 
that is known by many followers of fundamentalist ideas themselves. 
Therefore, it is important for internal reassurance that the power ofthese 
ideas is demonstrated as impressively as possible. What could be a bet
ter proof of fundamentalist convictions than people who as "monks" or 
"martyrs': demonstrate convincingly that they do indeed reject worldly 
happiness and material satisfaction and instead choose the promise of 
eternal redemption i11 the afterlife? Their sincerity and the power of 
their beliefs seem to be beyond doubt. (How a rational explanation of 
their becoming monles and martyrs is possible is not my subject here, 
but compare the insightful book ofRodney Stark 1996). 

If all supporting conditions are fulfilled, the common sense plausibility 
offundamentalist views seems to be quite strong. In fact, it seems to be 
no wealeer than a crude materialist position which postulates worldly 
goods and pleasures as exclusive values for life, takes a thoroughly 
relativist or nihilist stance in regard to all convictions and is ready to 
accept and tolerate everything and everyone. If such a simplistic mate
lialism is judged by the common sense of people who have the luck to 
live in economic abundance, in safety, freedom and peace, it may make 
as much sense to them as the fundamentalist equivalents may make' 
sense to their poor brothers who have the bad lude to live in poverty, 
uncertainty"bondage and war. 

But common sense plausibility offundamentalist world views is only 
a necessary condition for a subjectively justified belief in the reliability 
of fundamentalist authorities. A further factor which is decisive is the 
kind of trust in which fundamentalist authorities and their followers are 
embedded. 

llI. What is file Roje ofTrust in fhe Spreading ofFundamentalism? 

We acquire our knowledge ofthe things we cannot or do not want to 
find out ourselves from the testimony of other persons. In its generality 
the statement is true for alI contexts: whether we get information in the 
family or in our cirde of friends, in school, college or church, dming 
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vocational training, in our university study, or from media such as books, 
newspapers, films, radio, television or the internet, whether the transfer 
ofknowledge is mediated by institutions and technical devices or not
and it is true for the case in which people acquire their knowledge from 
the testimony offllndamentalist authorities. 

In the most general form we can, therefore, model the basic structure 
of knowledge and information transfer as a transaction between two 
persons, "the recipient (RE)" and "the informant (lN)". 

Information T.·ansfer I 

RE I Recipient I 

bel;',,! 
Ii'7In~tI""'0l-:n-1a-n71t I IN 

information 
reliable / 

I RE:improvement I 

\ ;~nreliable 
\!:;formation 

I RE:deterioration 

disbelieve 

RE: status quo 

This simple sequential representation depicts the cmcial problem for 
the recipient RE. RE can believe the information of IN, or RE can dis
believe the information. If RE disbelieves the infonnation, he remains 
in the status quo of his current state of lmowledge. If RE believes the 
information and the information is true then he expands his Imowledge 
and improves his situation compared to the status quo. However, RE 
by presupposition will not check the tmth of INs infonnation himself. 
So by believing he runs the risk that IN will transfer wrong informa
tion to him and that his epistemic situation compared to the status quo 
will deteriorate - RE would in this case not only have to do without 
new information but would believe false information. Therefore, if 
RE believes in INs information he makes himself dependent on INs 
credibility and becomes vulnerable to INs behaviour. The incentive 
for RE to take this risk is, of course, the potential gain he can realize 
through solid information from IN. The possible incentives for IN 
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are left open in this depiction because they will largely vary with the 
context and the person. 

This ShOli analysis reveals that the basic strategic structure oflmowl
edge transfer can be characterized as a "trust-problem" (Lahno 2002: 
25ff.). A tmst-problem is embodied in situations in whichone person as 
the "truster" makes himselfvulnerable to another person, the "trustee", 
by an act of "trust-giving". The incentive for the truster to take this 
risk is the fact that a trust-fulfilment by the trustee would improve the 
situation ofthe truster compared with a situation in which he refuses to 
trust the potential trustee. Situations with tmst-problems are universal 
and significant elements of human co-operation and co ordination and 
their structure is responsible for the fundamental dilemmatic character 
of social order (Coleman 1990: 175ff.). The prominent features of a 
trust-problem are also present in an information transfer between a 
recipient and an informant as analyzed above (Hardwig 1991; Govier 
1997: 51ft:). That reveals that the case ofknowledge acquirement by 
testimony is an element of a much larger set of situations which are es
sential for human interaction and which all exhibit the same exemplary 
problematical structure. 

As a discrimination between credible and suspicious testimony can
not by presupposition be targeted at the velification 01' falsification of 
the testified information itself it must be targeted at the testifier: con
sequently, it will be rationally justified for a recipient to believe in the 
truth ofthe information from an informant ifit is rationally justified for 
a recipient to believe in the trustworthiness ofthe informant as a source 
of reliable infonnation. Therefore, a discrimination between credible 
and suspicious testimony must entail essentially a reference to the 
general conditions and context-specific factors which are relevant for 
the epistemic trustwOlihiness of informants in certain situations and in 
respect to the subject oftheir testimony (Fricker 1994; Lehrer 1994). An 
interplay among at least three sets offactors and conditions is crucial in 
this respect: a tmstworthy infonnant must be competent, he must pos
sess appropriate cognitive and intellectual abilities as weIl as sufficient 
external resources to identify the relevant information. Incentives as well 
as their dispositions can motivate informants to exhaust their cognitive 
potentials and to utilize their resources to discover useful information 
and to transmit their knowledge to the recipients; but incentives and 
dispositions can also tempt informants to behave opportunistically, to 
underachieve and to misuse their resources and to deceive recipier-ts 
with wrong, misleading or useless information. 
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All in all, it does not seem to be an especiaIly easy task to assess the 
epistemic trustworthiness of informants. A positive assessment appar
ently presupposes that informants are possessing appropriate cognitive 
and intellectual abilities as weIl as disposing sufficient resources, that 
extrinsic incentives are not effective enough to motivate opportunistic 
behaviour at the expense of the recipient or that - if this is the case -
dispositions like honesty or conscientiousness are strong enough not only 
to prevent endogenously motivated misbehaviour but also to overcome 
the temptations of unfavourable extrinsic incentives. 

That does not mean that trust in the reliability of information must 
be "blind" trust. As already argued, even laypersons have the chance 
to judge by common sense the epistemic reliability and competence of 
expert authorities. But further analysis reveals (Baurmann 2007 a; 2008a) 
that trust in expert authorities must be embedded in social and personal 
trust if it should have a solid basis. Because even if we presuppose that 
laypersons can in principle judge the epistemic quality and trustworthi
ness of expert authorities, it does not follow that individuallaypersons 
alone can do this. Their individual experiences are nonnally much too 
limited to justify such a judgement. It must be based on additional 
infonnation from other laypersons and their experience with expert 
authorities: the fundamental dependence on testimony is, therefore, 
iterated. What then is the basis for a rationally justified trust in other 
laypersons as testifiers? 

Social Trust 

If we look at the social facts, we can .uncover a number of rules which 
incorporate criteria to distinguish those of our ordinary fellow citizens 
we should trust with regard to celiain issues from those we should 
mistrust - these rules are highly context-dependent and cover a wide 
range of areas: from trivial everyday questions to religious and social 
subjects. The criteria ofthese rules are not specific and clear-cut. They 
are informal, socially evolved criteria. 

These rules lay the foundations for sodal trust and thereby - beside 
other things - determine the scope and nature of collective knowledge 
from which an individual can benefit. In this respect a continuous range of 
possibilities between two extremes exists (Baurmann 1996; 1997): at one 
extreme, epistemic trustworthiness is attributed in a highly generalized 
form. Rules of such a generalized sodal trust entail the presumption of 
epistemic trustworthiness as adefault position - accordingly, a recipi
ent should assurne that an informant conveys the truth unless there are 
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special cirCl:mstan~es w?ich defeat this presumption. It is presupposed 
by a generah~ed ep1ste1TIlC trust that everyone normally has the epistemic 
competence m regard to the topic in question and no extrinsic or intrinsic 
incentives to withhold the truth from others. 

The other extreme consists in attributing epistemic trustworthiness in 
a highly particularistic way. Individuals adhere to a particularistic trust 
if~hey only trust members of a clearly demarcated group and generally 
m1strust the members of all other groups. Under this condition their 
epistemic sources will be restricted to people who share the disti~ctive 
features w~lic~ separate them from the rest ofthe world and grant them 
memberslup. m an exclusive group. Particularistic trust is supported 
by rule~ WhlCh are t~le mirror image of those rules which embody a 
generahzed trust: whIle rules of generalized trust state that one should 
trust everybody unless exceptional circumstances obtain rules which 
c~nstitute parti~ularistic trust state that one should mistn:st everybody 
wIth the exceptlOn of some specified cases. 
. For the av~ilability and distribution ofknowledge in a community, it 
18 of uhnost nnportance which form of social trust prevails. Generalized 
80cial tmst in the epistemic sense enables people to utilise a huae reser
voir of colle~tive lmowledge with low costs. They gain access t~ a large 
number of dIfferent sources which can provide them with information 
and insight. That means that individuals can benefit from the experience 
of a huge number of other people in very diverse contexts and can base 
the~r judge~e~ts. on a broad fundament of facts and data. In a high-trust 
soc1ety the md1v1dual will get a lot of information and criticism by hap
penstance and on the cheap. 

Particularistic h11St, in contrast, ceteris paribus has undesirable con
sequences from an epistemic point of view. It restricts the chances of 
individuals to get asolid foundation for their opinion formation. The 
aggregated collective knowledge on which they could base their judae
ment ofthe h'ustworthiness and the credibility of epistemic authorities 
and other sources will be severely limited. But particularistic t111St not 
onl~ limits the available knowledge. If the collective knowledge of a 
pari1cular group entails selective information and one-sided world views 
the s~stematic lacl~ o~ altemative information and views can not onl; 
con~'lb~te t? an ~Justlfied mistrust towards in fact trustworthy persons 
and mstI~trons, 1t can also lead to an unjustified trust in untrustworthy 
and unrehable persons and institutions. 
I~ we ask which factors determine the scope of social h'ust, we are 

agam confronted with an iteration of our problem: the rules of social 
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trust also embody a kind ofknowledge which is hardly at the disposal of 
one individual alone. Without the experience of others, the assessment 
of the rules of sodal trust would be based on thin evidence. As single 
individuals we cannot acquire sufficient information about the average 
competence of the members of our society, the in~en:ives they f~ce in 
different social contexts and situations and the motIvatlOns and attltudes 
they nonnally possess. To form a reasoned opinion on whether it is justi
fied to trust my fellow citizens or not, I have to know relevant facts about 
the institutions and the social stI"llcture ofmy community, the ethnic and 
politicaI composition of the population, ,possible conflicts between the 
values and interests of different sub-groups and much more. 

Personal Trust 

So far I have referred to the fact that individuals have to utilise collec
tive Imowledge to place justified trust in experts and their fellow citizens. 
But this does not mean that there are no situations in which people base 
their trust on their individual knowledge. Iffavourable conditions obtain 
in the relationship to paliicular persons, individuals can by means of 
their own evaluation and experience assess whether these persons have 
competence, what kind of extrinsic incentives effect their behav!our, and 
what character and dispositions they reveal we can charactenze cases 
in which we come to trust other persons on such an "individualized" 
basis as instances of personal trust. 

The best chances to gain insights which can create this kind of per
sonal trust exist in the context of ongoing and dose relationships which 
produce a lot of information ab out other persons. But we can have rea
soned opinions about the trustwOlihiness of certain person~ eve~ un~er 
less favourable conditions. Even if there is no direct relatlOnshlp wIth 
a person but otherwise a regular or intensive flow of information ~n~ 
impressions, I may be in a position to make good guesses at the abllt
ties, the situation and the character of that person. Personal trust must 
not be reciprocal. I can deeply trust other persons without them even 
knowing me. r can be the ardent folIower of a political or l:eli~ious lea~er 
or be convinced of the trustworthiness of a famous SClentlst, forelgn 
cOlTespondent or a news moderator. This kind of "detached" personal 
trust can be well-founded if it is based on sufficient evidence, though 
even bein a instantly impressed by the charisma of a person is not per se 
misleadin~ or irrational. We dispose over a certain ability to intuitively 
judge trustworthiness and personal integrity - at least to a certain degree 
(Frank 1992; Baurmann 1996: 65ff.). 
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The more individuals I trust personally, the broader the potential 
reservoir of independent information and lmowledge I can draw from 
to judge the validity of social rules and criteria for the credibility and 
trustwOlihiness of people, institutions and authorities. This judgement 
also involves reference to testimony to a Iarge extent - but it is testimony 
from sources whose quality I can evaluate myself. Therefore, I can ascribe 
a high "trust-value" to the testified information, so to speak. In these 
cases my trust is not only based on predetermined rules and their more 
or less reliable indicators of tI"ustworthiness but on my own - sometimes 
careful - individual assessment of persons and situations. Infom1ation 
from personal confidants, therefore, often ovelTides the recommenda
tions of social rules and criteria. 

I will also be inclined to ascribe a comparable high trust-value to 
information which stems from sources whose trustworthiness has not 
been ascertained by myself, but by the testimony ofpeople I personally 
trust. In this way it is possible to profit from a more or less widespread 
network ofpersonal trust relations which is linked together bypeople who 
trust each other personally and thus simultaneously function as mutual 
trust-intermediaries (Coleman 1990: l80ff.). Such trust-networks pool 
information and lmowledge and make them available to the individual at 
10w costs or even for free. They represent impOliant instances of"social 
capital" (Baurmann 2008; Baurmann/Zint12006). 

The efficiency of personal trust-networks as information pools is 
enhanced if the networks transgress the borders of families, gro ups , 
communities, c1asses or races. The more widespread and the larger the 
scope of trust networks, the more diverse and detailed the information 
they aggregate. Particularistic networks which only COl1l1ect people of a 
certain category or which are very limited in their scope are constantly 
in danger of producing misleading, partial and one-sided information. 
The chances of individuals to get from their trust-networks the quality 
and quantity of information they need to form a realistic and balanced 
picture of their world is, therefore, largely dependent on the coverage 
their trust-networks provide. 

Trust-networks canremain latent and silent about the estab lished social 
criteria for epistemic credibility and authority for a long period. Their 
special importaIlCe becomes evident when, for example, under a despotic 
regime a general mistrust towards all official information prevails. But 
personal trust-networks also provide fall-back resources in well-ordered 
societies with usually highly generalized trust in the socially celiified 
epistemic sources (Antony 2006). Under nonnal circumstances in our 
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societies we consult books, read newspapers, listen to the news and pay 
attention to our experts and authorities if we want to learn something 
about the world. And even when we develop mistrust towards some 
of our authorities 01' institutions, we nonnally do so because we hear 
suspicious facts from other authorities or institutions. Nevertheless, 
the ultimate touchstone of my belief in testimony can only be my own 
judgement. And it makes a great difference whether I can base this 
judgement only on my own very limited personal infonnation or if 
I can fall back on the information pool of a widely spread personal 
network which is independent of socially predetermined criteria for 
epistemic credibility and authority. 

We can conclude that personal trust-networks provide individuals with 
a pool of independent infonnation about the trustworthiness of other 
people, groups, institutions, specialists, and politicalleaders. The rules 
which guide and detennine our social trust and our confidence in authori
ties and experts can be scrutinized by utilising the collective experience 
and knowledge which is embodied in our personal trust-networks. 

Given the important function oftrust-networks as ultimate sources of 
reliable infonnation and testimony, a systematic restriction oftheir scope 
and an arbitrary limitation oftheir members have ser'ious consequences 
for the quality of the collective knowledge they incorporate. Exclusive 
networks that only consist of people who belong to a special and lim
ited group can create a vicious circle with social rules that prescribe 
particularistic social trust, whereas widespread personalnetworks can 
support and strengthen a generalized social trust and can contribute to 
the validity of individual knowledge. Therefore, the chances that people 
will get reliable infonnation from their personal networks will be all the ~ 

greater, the more these networks are open and inclusive. 
These insights into the role of COlnmon sense and the different and inter

related fonns of trust in supporting or eroding our confidence in experts 
and authorities lead to aquite satisfyingpicture ifwe apply them to science 
and technology in our societies. Science and technology produce a stun
ning output which can be judged by C01111110n sense wisdom and everyday 
experience. The individual gets relevantinfonnation fromhis own personal 
experience and from the converging testimony of other laypersons and 
his fellow citizens. Belief in the truth of this information is embedded in 
a highly generalized social trust which can, in turn, utilize a large number 
of infonnal channels of infonnation and c0111111unication. Ultimately the 
trust in sciellce is supported by personal trust-networks which are typically 
widespread and inclusive in an open and democratic society. 
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But, as alr~ady mentioned at the beginning of the paper, if in the case 
o~ mo~e.rn scrence subjective rationality coincides with objective ration
ahty, 11 IS not because the individuals behave rationally but because of 
the rationality of social knowledge production on a collective level. The 
same mechanisms on the individual level which in the case of modern 
~cie.nce and an open society lead to the rational acceptance of an ob
]ectJvely superior system ofknowledge will under different conditions 
lead to t~e. rational acceptance of an objectively iriferior and epistemi
cally deficle~t sy~te~ and its authorities. I think that one can explain by 
means of qmte sl111Jlar "micro-mechanisms" why, in a certain societal 
~amework, it can be subj ectively justified for ordinmy people to believe 
111 t~le trustworthiness of modern science just as weH as why, in another 
~ocretal fi'amework, it can be subjectively justified for them to believe 
111, for example, the.superior epistemic authority ofmagicians oracles 
men or "gentlemen" (Shapin 1994). " 

This is possible if - beside an apparent competence of fundamentalist 
~uth?rities because of the common sense plausibility of fundamental
Ist vlews - three additional conditions are fulfilled: if people can only 
develop a particularistic trust and ifthey live in epistemic seclusion and 
social isolation. Under these conditions people can be locked in a "fun
d.amenta~ist .equilibrium" in which particularistic trust, epistemic seclu
SIO~, soclal1solation, and common sense plausibility offundamentalist 
behefs are mutuaHy reinforcing and create an environment in which an 
acce~tan~e of"~undamentalist truths" is no less rationally justified from 
~ sU~JectJve POl11t of view than the belief of individuals in our society 
111 sClence and technology as the most advanced manifestations oftruth 
and intellectual progress. 

Particularistic Trust 

I have characterized particularistic trust in contrast to aeneralized trust 
• '. • Co 

as a SituatIOn 111 WhlCh people only trust members of a clearly demarcated 
~~up and generally mistrust the mel11bers of aH other groups. Particular
IStlC tr:ust cau el11er?e i~ a group and become consolidated if this group 
?as ahenated, cOl1fhct-ndden or hostile relationships to other groups or 
IS even at cold or hot war with them. In such a situation I will have aood 

b 
reasons as a group-mel11ber and be ratioually justified to dis trust the l11em-
ber~ of the ~ther groups: they will possibly have strong incentives to act 
agm~st l11Y mterests and the interests of my group and to fight, cheat and 
decClve us systematically. Constellations like these do not only emerge in 
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si1uations with dramatic outlook and deep conflicts. If I am member of a 
cultural sub-group in a society with a provocative deviant life-style I will 
also experience the fact that benevolence and sympathy towards me ",:i11 be 
limited that the basis of common values and non11S may be very thm. 

In si~lations which give rise to particularistic trust, my personal trust
nehvork will quite naturally be strictly limited by the corrfines of my 
group. I will observe that only members of my own group are em~e~ded 
in a sufficiently similar social environment and that only they exhlbtt the 
kind of personal COlllinitment which creates a found~tion for pers?nal 
trust-relations. There will be no opportuni1y to estabhsh such relatIOns 
with the members of other groups ifthere is in fact no real basis for trust 
and confidence. And I do not need to have extraordinary social compe
tence and cultural empathy to recognize that I better not trust my enemy 
on the battlefield, the agents of an occupying force or public prosecutors 
who condemn my group, its values and life-style. 

In such circumstances my personal experience will be strongly con
firmed by the experience and testimony ofthe members and trust-inter
mediaries of my trust-nenvork. Our collective knowledge will validate 
the rule in our society which states that our social trust should be strictly 
confined to members of our own group. Trust in all its dimensions will 
be infected: I will not trust the authorities of other groups, my social 
trust will be strictly limited by the confines of my group and so will be 
my personaltrust-nenvorks - not because of my prejudices, but because 
of the factual conditions and my real experience. 

Epistemically the result will be that my only reliable sources of infor
mation will be the individuals who belong exclusively to my particular 
group. I will only trust them to have the incentives to transfer reliable 
and useful infonnation and knowledge to me. Under this condition the 
quality of my personal knowledge depends entirely on the quality ofthe 
collective knowledge of my special group. If this public knowledge is 
deficient, my individual knowledge will be as well- and ifthis public 
knowledge is infected with fundamentalist ideology, I will have no ac
cess to other sources which I can trust and which probably would offer 
me divergent and alternative world views. 

Epistemic Seclusion 

Epistemic seclusion describes a situation in which individuals are sys
tematically cut offfrom dissenting opinions and are limited to infonna
tion which unifonnly supports and reinfOl·ces a selective point of view 
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- for example the point ofview offundamentalist authorities (Breton/ 
Dalmazzone 2002). In an open and plural society with a free competi
tion between ideas and world-views,fonnal and informal institutions 
for the systematic distribution ofthese ideas and views and a scientific 
production ofknowledge, fundamentalist beliefs will not remain unchaI
Ienged but will be confronted with alternative positions and views. The 
individual in such a society will get a lot 01' information without invest
ing many personal resources. Many bits 01' this infoTInation will conflict 
with a fundamentalist world view and can create doubts, whether the 
individual believerwelcomes these doubts ornot. Therefore, faith in the 
epistemic authority of fundamentalist preachers will be more steadfast 
if alternative views and infoTInation from other sources will not come 
to the attention oftheir followers. 

The first - and most important - step to achieve epistemic seclusion is 
to rule out the possibility 01' an inner-group competition between differ
ent warld views and their proponents occurring. The group criteria for 
epistemic authority must single out only one kind of credible source 01' 
ideological instruction and alternative sources should at best be absent 
altogether. A free market 01' ideas must be prevented. This could be 
achieved by "simple" measures 01' infoTInation control such as closing 
channels for information and communication and separating the mem
bers ofthe group from other possibilities by technicalmeans. This must 
not necessarily happen by force and fraud. It will be sufficient if it is 
simply too costly to get this kind of infonnation by individual effort. 

A further mechanism to fortify the epistemic seclusion of a group is to 
establish a norm 01' exclusion by which those individuals who develop 
dissident views are excluded from the group (Hardin 2002). As a result 
of such a nOTIn dissenters and less committed members 01' a group will 
depart and the epistemic homogeneity of a group will be aggravated 
and secured by the remaining faithfu!. The exodus 01' the weak leaves 
the steadfast in contro!. Therefore, in a group with an effective norm 01' 
exclusion, "voice" will seldom be heard and it would - in the face 01' 
the threat 01' ostracism - be especially costly and risky. 

However, it is possible to consolidate the faith 01' individuaIs in the 
truth oftheir patiicular beliefs even when they know that others gener
ally believe differently. Epistemic seclusion could alsowork by constant 
reinforcement. Systematic indoctrination is an effective mechanism and 
an additional device 01' epistemic seclusion. "Indoctrination" must not 
necessarily refer to a strategy 01' "brainwashing" or otherwise thump
ing beliefs into people by oven-iding their ability to think and to reason. 
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Indoctrination could very well address the rationality of people if it 
consists of a continuous and systematic supply of consistent information 
and explanation which exclusively support a certain view. F or ~di:iduals 
who are contronted with a self-contained Weltanschauung whlch IS, so to 
speak, constantly updated and systematically defended a?ainst. exte~al 
critique and attacks, it is not irrational to be influenced m thetr bellefs 
by such a form of"information policy". ' 

Social Isolation 

In an open and inclusive society I not only by coincidence and free 
of cost obtain infom1ation which may consolidate or shake my general 
convictions about the world but I also come into contact with a lot of 
people who may consolidate or shake my convictions especially ab out 
my fellow men. I may leam that the rules I once adop~ed about w~om I 
should trust and whom I should mistmst do not tally wIth my expenence 
of other people any longer. 

But social contacts might not only contribute to correcting wrong 
perceptions ofthe worId and other people and to preventing ep~stemic 
seclusion. They also open up the chance of hostility and confhct, en
!ITained antipathy and mutual hatred being overcome by cooperation and 
:ocial exchange. Social contacts can create co operative bonds, reciprocal 
commitment and elementary tmst and can help to trigger positive feelings 
and to generate common interests (Baurmann 2007b) - and thus thwart 
essential elements of a fLmdamentalist view of the world. 

Because of this potential of social contact and exchange a decisively 
helpful instmment forthe stabilization offundamentalist views is the social 
isolation of the group ofbelievers. This isolation can be a result of exter
nal as weIl as intemal forces. If there are already antagonistic and hostile 
relations to other groups, a certain degree of social isolation will already 
be existent. It will of its own accord lead to a restriction in the scope of 
social tmst and to exclusive personal tmst-relations which reserve social 
contacts of a certain intensity to other members of the same group. 

Social isolation could be effectively corroborated if a social group 
offers its members an "all-inclusive package" which covers more or 
less completely all needs and interest from the cradle to the gra~e .. ~f 
kindergartens, schools, universities, hospitals, employment posslbIll
ties, sports clubs, social associations, newspapers, television programs, 
nursing hornes, social welfare and cemeteries are all supplied by the 
social group itself - and may be even of a better quality than the extemal 
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alternatives - then there is no necessity for the members of a commu
nity to leave the context oftheir own group ifthey want to enjoy such 
facilities and institutions. 

For the individual members of a group with a high degree of social 
isolation and an efficient intemal supply of social benefits, the exit-costs 
will easily become prohibitive or exit could even become fachmlly im
possible. On the one hand there will be the security and the amenities 
of their own group and the feelings of solidality, social embeddedness 
and commitment. On the other hand there is the threat of contempt and 
hostility from the members of other groups and a high degree of uncer
tainty whether and how it would be at all possible to live outside the old 
group and if the outer worId would even accept a dissident. Amigration 
of people in or out of a fundamentalist group will be discouraged and a 
fluctuation between.different groups or an overlapping of group mem
bership will be minimal under such conditions. 

IV. Fundamentalist Equilibrium 

The more these conditions obtain, the more people will be locked 
in a "fundamentalist equilibrium" in which the factors conducive to 
the adoption of fundamentalist beliefs are mutually reinforcing. So
cial isolation of a group will deepen mistmst towards outsiders and 
strengthen the relations of particularistic tmst to fellow members. It 
will also contribute further to epistemic seclusion which in turn secures 
the fundamentalist views. Those views are positively supported by the 
evidence which stems fi"om social isolation and hostile relationships to 
other groups, whereas fundamentalist views also deepen the process of 
social isolation and hostility. A vicious circle will come into effect in 
which all elements strengthen each other and drive the group down the 
fundamentalist track. 

Of course, fundamentalist ideas themselves can be the cmcial factor 
which starts the whole process and leads as a catalyst to sociaI isolation, 
aversion and hostility, particularistic trust and epistemic seclusion. But 
for the members of fundamentalist groups, their stigma and the hostility 
and contempt of other groups are real and so is the justification oftheir 
particularistic tmst from their subjective point ofview. 

The essential message is that the individual follower offLmdamentalist 
authorities can behave subjectively rationally and reasonably. Individu
als who adopt the "fundamentalist tmths" oftheir group must not behave 
more in-ationally than individuals in an open society who accept the 
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"enlightened" world view of their culture. The mechanisms are basically 
the same, while the external conditions differ. Both kinds of individu
als trust their authorities on the basis of COlumon sense plausibility, the 
epistemic rules in their group and the testimony of people whom they 
trust socially and personally. In both cases the rational justification of 
their trust is necessarily a pragmatic justificatioll which refers to a "sat
isfying explanation" in view of the available evidellce. It is pure luck 
for the inhabitants of an open alld liberal society that they live under 
conditions in which they can practise a generalized social trust and 
obtain the kind of information which harmonize the outcome of their 
individual epistemic rationality with objective epistemic rationality. But 
this objective rationality resides in the institutions of modem science 
alld the culture of an open alld liberal society and not in the individual 
rationality of the single citizen. 
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Religious Fundamentalism 
and Deliberative DemocracY1 

Jose Luis Martf 

Religious furidamentalism is seen as one ofthe major threats in 21 st 

Century, at least for Western countries, and as an obstacle to the expan
sion of democracy, human rights and modernization around the world. 
F or many people, it is closely connected to harsher fornls of international 
terrorism. But fundamentalism entails, no doubt, a broader threat than 
terrorist attacks.2 It amounts to the strongest global current enemy of 
democracy and often violently challenges the ideals of international 
peace and social progress (Garaudy 1990: eh. 1). This is enough to see 
why this new phenomenon should concern US, as human beings, provided 
we defend these ideals.3 

] This work was written after the discussions which took place at the Tampere Club 
Meeting on Democracy and Varieties ofFundamentalism, held at Tampere (Finland) 
on September 6-8, 2007. Although it was not presented and discussed there as such, 
my arguments greatly benefited from all that was said during the meeting, and fi'om all 
that I learned from my colleagues. Accordingly, I want to thank all the pmiicipants in 
this two-day meeting, most ofwhom are also authoring a contribution to this volume. I 
would like to thank the Tampere Club organization as weil for the wonderful attention 
they provided to the service of knowledge. I want to thank also to I-Iugo Seleme and 
Jahel Queralt for ha ving read a prel iminary version ofthis text, and having contributed 
to improve the outcome with their comments and suggestions. 

2 There is, of course, no logical connection between both phenomena. Neither 
all fundarnentalists are telTorists (indeed, not all of thern are violent), nor all ter
rorists are fundamentalists. Most telTorists are not even religious. It is tlUe that 
fundamentalism need not be religious; leaving aside the etyl11010gy ofthe word, the 

, concept can easily be extended to seClIlar extrernists as weIl. I-Iowever, non-religious 
telTorists are not all political fundamentalists. I am convinced that many, but surely 
not all, members ofthe ETA Basque telTorist group in Spairi( or many Jacobins in 
revolutionary France) are (were) political fUndamentalists, at least according to the 
definition I al11 going to hold. 

3 It is usual to point out that religion in general becol11ing more and more politi
cally important in our advanced democracies, and a wide mTay of religious claims 


